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C A N A D I A N M I L I T A R Y F L I G H T E N G I N E E R S N E W S L E T T E R

Today, commercial aircraft cockpit is manned by 2 pilots, previously it was 3 to 5.

Is safety compromised in any way?

Could recent commercial aircraft crashes have been avoided if a Flight Engineer had been onboard? Barring sabotage, would the presence

of a third crewmember have been able to assist in the prevention of suicide, hijacking or pilot error in some of the recent air disasters?

A third crewmember could have conceivably prevented the co-pilot of Germanwings Flt.9525, from intentionally starting a descent and

crashing into the French Alps, while the Captain was locked out of the cockpit. The mystery of why Malasia MH370 vanished over the

Southern Indian Ocean has yet to be established. The black boxes of the recent crash of EgyptAir flight MS804 over the Mediterranean have

been retrieved and are being analyzed as I write. Could these disasters have been avoided if a Flight Engineer had been onboard?

No aircraft ever had more than two pilots on duty at the same time. The additional crew members were the flight engineer, navigator and

radio operator.

Dedicated radio operators were only needed in the early days when the radio was primitive and required some care and experience to tune

properly. As radios improved, operating them became simple enough for pilots to do themselves.

Navigators were used on long-distance flights especially over water. With advent of inertial navigation systems and long range radios,

dedicated crew members were not needed any more.

Flight engineer was most common and remained longest. Engines had many gauges that needed monitoring and controls that had to be

correctly set to start them and adjusted to keep them running efficiently. And while turbine engines are simpler to manage than piston ones,

the addition of more electric and hydraulic systems meant that there was still a lot to set up and monitor. But now this job is done by a com-

puter that monitors all the parameters and displays specific messages when something fails, including instructions what needs to be checked

and done for each problem.

In the meantime, the improvements in autoflight systems freed more time for the pilots in which they can now handle, with help of the

electronics, the tasks that before. needed a dedicated crew member.

Due to these technological advances allowing for the removal of these crew members, overall flight safety has not been compromised. It is

likely that safety has actually improved by reducing the probability of human error.

You might believe that having an extra hand on deck would help prevent an accident. Having an extra crew member doesn't always pre-

vent mistakes from a crew resource management (CRM) perspective. Occasionally in practice, the extra crew member made the

plane less safe.

CRM developed after some major cases where the flight engineer was ignored by the pilots and a crash resulted. In these cases, the flight

engineer certainly didn't prevent the accident. After all, when EAL Flight 401 descended too close to the ground, the flight engineer wasn't

even in the cockpit to monitor the low altitude alarm that sounded from his station. In my opinion, the flight engineer's presence potentially

makes it easier for the pilot to ignore warning signs that are the flight engineer's responsibility.

United Airlines Flight 173, one of the pivotal crashes for CRM, happened during approach when a problem with landing gear extension

left the landing gear down and locked, but damaged the landing gear sensor assembly, so that the landing gear indicator light did not come

on. The pilots focused on this issue, and ignored the rapidly dwindling fuel supply. The flight engineer gave repeated hints about the fuel

problem but the pilot ignored him. The NTSB said the pilot failed to monitor the fuel supply and did not take the flight engineer's comments

seriously, and the flight engineer was not assertive enough.

The infamous Tenerife airport disaster happened when a pilot mistakenly thought he had takeoff clearance in low visibility and collided

with a Pan-Am 747 that was still taxiing. The flight engineer of the taking-off plane had asked "Is he not clear, that Pan-American?" to which

the pilot simply responded, "Oh yes". The breakdown in CRM prevented the flight engineer from stopping the crash.

Accidents in which a flight engineer caused or failed to prevent an accident have greatly been mitigated by the improvements in CRM, but

they still happen. In 2011, RusAir Flight 9605 crashed after the navigator had been giving mistaken directions and was even intoxicated, but

the pilot did not question his guidance. Once again, the flight engineer may have made it easier for the pilot to ignore warning signs due to a

breakdown in effective CRM.

In summary, having an extra set of hands in the cockpit only helps safety when the crew is communicating effectively and using proper

CRM. Quite a few flight engineers have failed to prevent or even caused a crash.

Despite several high-profile plane crashes in recent years, data gathered by the Aviation Safety Network (ASN) shows that 2015 had a

record low total of 16 fatal airliner accidents, resulting in 560 fatalities.
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The L ast C -130E Model Hercules Retired

The Department of National Defence has donated the last CC-130 Hercules E aircraft still in service to the Canada Aviation and Space

Museum. The aircraft made its last flight in April 2016,, flying from 424 Transport and Rescue Squadron, Trenton, Ontario, to land at

the museum in Ottawa. The Hercules will become part of the museum’s permanent exhibition.

In the case of transfer of the last CC-130 E Hercules Legacy in service to the museum, standard preservation procedures were applied: the

fuel tanks were drained and engines disabled.

The RCAF C-130 E model, though designed in

the early 1950s, the Lockheed C-130 Hercules re-

mains one of the most successful military transport

airplanes ever designed. Operated in every region of

the globe, this flying truck has consistently shown

itself to be extremely durable, reliable, and tough.

The Royal Canadian Air Force received its first Her-

cules in the fall of 1960. Improved versions were

ordered as time went by. A new batch was in fact

delivered in 2010-12 and will remain in service for

years to come. The Hercules offered to the Canada

Aviation and Space Museum is the oldest Canadian

example of the type. It entered service in 1965 and

was used as a transport airplane, a navigation train-

ing airplane, and a search and rescue airplane. The

Hercules offered to the Museum (manufacturer num-

ber 382-4041) is the third CC-130E – and the sev-

enth CC-130 – acquired by the Canadian military. Taken on strength on February 9, 1965, the airplane received the RCAF serial number

10307 (130307 from May 1970 onward). It flew with 435 Squadron, a unit based at RCAF Station Namao (Alberta).

After approximately ten years spent at Namao, the Hercules was converted into a navigation training airplane, with the designation CC-

130N / NT or Nav-Herc, and used at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Winnipeg by the Canadian Forces Air

Navigation School. It was one of four Hercules so modified to train navigators who would fly aboard

transport airplanes (Lockheed CC-130 Hercules) or maritime patrol airplanes (Canadair CP-107 Argus or,

later, Lockheed CP-140 Aurora). The airplanes could be configured for either type of training by using

removable pallet-mounted consoles made by Northwest Industries of Edmonton. Each of these consoles

carried two student positions as well as an instructor position, further back. A Hercules could either carry

two identical consoles, or one of each type.

With the introduction of a dedicated navigation training airplane in 1991, the Hercules offered to the

Museum was transferred to 429 Squadron, a transport unit based at CFB Winnipeg. In 1993, it was con-

verted into a search and rescue airplane, a version known informally as the CC-130E(SAR). The airplane

went to 424 Squadron, a unit based at CFB Trenton (Ontario).

This Hercules is the last of the CC-130Es and the oldest Hercules still flying in Canada. There is a CC-

130E Hercules (serial number 130314), very similar to the one offered to the Museum, at the National Air

Force Museum of Canada, in Trenton, Ontario.

DID YOU KNOW

Why do Boeing Jets start with the number 7? In 1946 shortly after WW II, Boeing set up an am-

bitious restructuring of their Company. They decided to divide each new department by a three

digit number. The 300 and 400 departments continued to focus on the Company's propeller air-

craft. The 500 department worked on the development of the turbine engine. The 600 series were re-

served for rocket and missile production. The 700 department was for the development of the jet

transport division.

So that's why we have the 707, 717, 727, 737, 747, 757, 767, 777 and now the 787.

Don't worry about the 797...says Boeing.
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According to a senior member of the staff of then-Secretary of the Navy John Dalton, the test firing of a new generation Navy missile

from the submarine USS Seawolf accidentally struck TWA flight 800 en route from New York to Paris on July 17, 1996. According to

the former Navy official, the missile test was so important for the Clinton administration, it was being shown live on a Navy closed-circuit

television feed at the White House. The Seawolf's missile was to have struck a drone reportedly being towed by a Navy

P-3 Orion maritime surveillance aircraft. However, to the horror of the Navy personnel involved with the test and senior

White House staff gathered to witness the missile's successful launching, it veered off course and intercepted the TWA

800 Boeing 747, killing the 230 passengers and crew on board the aircraft.

ABC News Paris correspondent and former John F. Kennedy Press Secretary and U.S. Senator Pierre Salinger re-

ported that a U.S. Navy missile, according to his sources, had downed TWA 800. A vicious smear campaign was

launched against Salinger and he was eventually fired by ABC. This editor subsequently spoke at length with Salinger

about both TWA 800 and Pan Am 103. We agreed that the investigations of both involved U.S. government cover-ups.

The Seawolf, which had recently completed sea trials but had not yet been fully commissioned into service, was participating in a major

Navy exercise off Long Island in exercise area W-105. The exercise was dubbed GLOBAL YANKEE '96. Ironically, the Seawolf was to be

commissioned in Groton, Connecticut on July 17, 1997, the anniversary of the shooting down of TWA 800, but the Navy, sensitive to the

date, altered the commissioning to July 19, two days later. Margaret Dalton, the wife of Navy Secretary John Dalton, carried out the subma-

rine's "christening" in Groton.

The FBI initially believed that terrorism was the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and it ran a criminal investigation parallel to that of the

National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). However, as the need to cover-up the missile angle became paramount, the FBI changed

modes and began harassing witnesses who clearly saw a bright streak or arc in the sky moments before the massive explosion tore apart the

Boeing 747, sending bodies and debris into the Atlantic Ocean. Two Air National Guard Blackhawk helicopter pilots saw an orange-red

streak prior to the fireball while conducting helicopter training approaches at nearby Gabreski Field.

But the missile theory never could be put to rest. Senator Alphonse d'Amato (R-NY) said he believed a missile struck TWA 800, as did a

number of individuals with military and flight experience. D'Amato served on the President's Commission on Aviation Security and Terror-

ism (PCAST), which was set up in September 1989 to make aviation security recommendations after the bombing of Pan Am 103 over Lock-

erbie, Scotland. In 1993, D'Amato opposed funding any more Seawolfsubmarines, however, as they were built by the Groton, Connecticut-

based Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics, the two Connecticut senators, Joseph Lieberman and Christopher Dodd, were strong pro-

ponents of the submarines the Navy said they did not even need in the post-Cold War era.

The unfolding events surrounding the Seawolf's missile impact on TWA 800 was witnessed in real-time in the White House Situation

Room by startled officials who were viewing what was suppose have been a successful intercept of a drone. However, according to our Sec-

retary of the Navy senior staff source, as the impact of what transpired dawned on White House officials, the director of the White House

Situation Room, Vice Admiral Kevin Cosgriff, immediately ordered the mobilization of Navy and other military assets to cover up the Navy's

role in the disaster. As the National Security Council's director of Systems and Planning, Cosgriff was partly responsible for obtaining the

White House Situation Room to show-off the Navy's latest missile capabilities to gathered civilian and military officials.

The crew of the P-3 that was towing the drone was immediately transferred to new assignments. The P-3's number 3 engine showed signs

of damage from the explosion of TWA 800 and maintenance records on the engine were suppressed by the Navy. Three other submarines

participating in GLOBAL YANKEE '96 were also ordered out of the area. They were the USS Albuquerque, the USS Augusta, and the USS

Trepang. The FBI accounted for all missiles aboard the three submarines but not those on board the Seawolf, which was not yet officially

commissioned into service and which had just completed it sea trials a little over a week earlier.

Our source confirmed that US Navy SEAL team members were dispatched to recover TWA 800 wreckage with the sole intent being the

alteration of the debris to fit the story of a defective fuel tank explosion. Two U.S. Navy salvage ships, the USS Grasp and USS Grapple,

were sent to Long Island waters to recover TWA wreckage.

In 2000, conservative pundit Reed Irvine confirmed what Salinger had reported four years earlier. Irvine reported that he recorded an inter-

view with a Navy petty officer who was on the deck of a submarine near where TWA 800 was hit by the missile. The petty officer told Irvine

that he was "underneath TWA 800 when he saw a missile hit it and the 747 explode overhead."

Irvine also wrote, "There are hundreds of Navy and Coast Guard personnel, as well as some FBI, CIA, FAA, NTSB and former White

House employees who know that the real cause of the crash of TWA 800 was papered over with a tissue of lies. Two of them, James Kall-

strom and George Stephanopoulos, have made statements that indicate an official cover-up. Stephanopoulos, a Clinton adviser who is now an

ABC News correspondent, mentioned on the air a secret meeting in the White House situation room 'in the aftermath of the TWA 800 bomb-

ing.' Kallstrom, who headed the FBI's TWA 800 investigation, told me – and I have this on tape – that three radar targets close to the crash

site were Navy vessels on a classified maneuver. We know they were submarines because the radar tracks disappeared when TWA 800

crashed."

One of the submarine's that was ordered to immediately leave the area of the TWA crash was the Seawolf. The Seawolf was testing a mis-

sile that could be fired on an enemy aircraft while the submarine was fully submerged. The Navy ordered all radar data of the incident seized.

The Navy and other U.S. agencies subsequently altered data tapes to be consistent with the NTSB's contrived conclusion that TWA 800 was
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brought down by a spontaneous explosion in the center wing fuel tank. Radar tapes showing the P-3 at 20,000 feet and a towed drone at

17,600 feet at about a mile behind the P-3 were erased.

The Seawolf's Cooperative Engagement Capability, which linked its weapon systems with the Aegis radar systems installed on other Navy

ships participating in the exercise, also saw its data purged. Once the subsurface missile was launched, the Seawolf's combat software no

longer had control over the missile.

The Navy's Aegis training platform, the Combat System Engineering Development Site (CSEDS), located in the middle of a cornfield in

Moorestown, New Jersey, off of the New Jersey Turnpike, which had a AEGIS SPY-1 radar window off Long Island, also saw its data tapes

confiscated as did the Federal Aviation Administration control center in Islip, Long Island and the FAA technical center in Atlantic City, New

Jersey. A Lockheed-Martin engineer who worked at CSEDS in Moorestown said the SPY-1 radar was reported to be "down for maintenance"

during the exercise, an exercise in which it was to have been a participant.

The NTSB falsified data in their cover-up, billed as an investigation. The Flight Data Recorder's indication that something struck the Boe-

ing 747 was brushed aside.

Hank Hughes, a former senior NTSB accident investigator, revealed in 2013, of evidence of "high-velocity debris exiting the right side of

the aircraft." Hughes said evidence was tampered with. Other NTSB investigators joined Hughes in criticizing the NTSB's "accident" report.

Testing done by the Brookhaven and Sandia National Laboratories could yield no evidence that TWA 800 was brought down as the result of

a mechanical failure.

Researchers were able to piece together the following timeline of events from open source information:

20:31:11 Intact and climbing 747 approaches 13,800 feet.

20:31:12 U.S. Navy subsurface-launched missile impacts TWA 800 at 13,800 feet. Beginning of decapitation process.
20:31:47 Massive fireball explodes in the falling wreckage at 7500 feet.
20:31:43 Wreckage begins hitting the water's surface.

20:31:55-20:31:57 splashdown of the massive fireball flames.
A number of observers witnessed a subsurface wake after the explosion of TWA 800. The Seawolf, if ordered out of the area at

maximum speed, is capable of doing over 35 knots submerged. At such a speed, a visible surface wake is very possible. The pilot of a

Cessna reported seeing a distinct subsurface wake in addition to a passenger on board US Air flight 277.
The Navy continues to classify a "design deficiency" discovered during the Seawolf's Weapons Systems Accuracy Trials (WSAT)

conducted in 1998. In addition, the November 1999 Operational Assessment report cited six critical operational issues as high risk
for Seawolf. The second issue on the Navy's list was the submarine's "weapon launch, handling, and stowage."

President and Mrs. Clinton were attending a Democratic National Committee function at the Sheraton Washington Hotel, just a
few blocks from the White House, as the Seawolf's missile impacted with TWA 800. Rather than deal with the event in the White
House Situation Room, the president and the first lady decided to retire to the private quarters of the White House and not issue any

immediate comment on the tragedy. Hillary Clinton has all but announced her desire to run for president in 2016. The families of
those who lost loved ones on TWA 800 may not be all that enthused about Mrs. Clinton's ever-expanding diary of secrets.

The windows are not only slightly bigger than in other airplanes, allowing us to see more of our surroundings, but they also

dim. The dimming effect is obtained with an electrified gel sandwiched in-between two layers of window. When the electric

current increases, the gel darkens; when it drops, the gel lightens. One of the essential advantages of the new mechanism is that

passengers will be able to prevent the sunshine from blinding them, while still be able to observe outside surroundings to be

vigilant in case of emergencies.
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The Lockheed XC-35 was an experimental aircraft designed to test the feasibility of pressurized cabins and is

quite possibly the smallest aircraft ever built with a DEDICATED FLIGHT ENGINEER PANEL.

In answer to the Army Air Corps requirement to develop pressurized aircraft, the

Army and Lockheed took a basic Electra Model 10, rebuilt the fuselage to withstand

a 10 psi differential pressure, and added the FE panel to control the experimental

engines and equipment.

It was powered by Pratt & Whitney XR-1340 turbocharged radial engines which produced 550 hp, about

100 more hp than the original engines. Pressurization was provided by bleeding air from the turbo super-

chargers which gave it a 10,000 ft. cabin altitude at a cruise altitude of 30,000 feet. The test program was very

successful and played a key role in the development of the first pressurized airliner, the Boeing 307, and the

first pressurized bomber, the B-29.Flight Engineers XC-35 Panel

The history of Canadian Air Force.

On Canadian Wings, published Jul 22, 2014, is a ten episode documentary on the history of the Royal Canadian Air Force. Starting from

early 1888, Canadian airmen and machines have been flying in the service of the British and Canadian forces. This series covers the

RCAF from the early beginnings to present day. Each episode is around 12 minutes - very interesting and informative.

Ep 1. Canada's First Flights 1883-1916: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=el-QmxaJRTg

On Canadian Wings - Ep 2. Aerial Warfare 1917-1918 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzsQpO1hEcQ

On Canadian Wings - Ep 3. The Birth of a National Air Force 1919-1939: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H9v52FI0az4

On Canadian Wings - Ep 4. The Aerodrome of Democracy 1939-1945: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1f5TmTGegHU

On Canadian Wings - Ep 5. Some of the Few 1939-1945: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2obm0rCgaZE

On Canadian Wings - Ep 6. Bombs Over Europe 1939-1945: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRy0GBgRfyE

On Canadian Wings - Ep 7. Fast Times for the Golden Jets 1946-1958: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0GE9_7rv_4

On Canadian Wings - Ep 8. A Time of Transition 1959-1974: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Gl4CCG_xJ0&app=desktop

On Canadian Wings - Ep 9. There Shall Be Wings 1975-1997: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seFRd4fV__E
On Canadian Wings - Ep 10. Into the New Millennium 1998-2008: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQ9EfvmMWNY

To open and view; copy the sites and open in Google or the server you are using.

Latest survey shows that 3 out of 4 people

make up 75% of the world populat ion

The Canadair C-4 North Star was developed from the Douglas DC-4/C-54

under license and is really a compilation of the best features of several aircraft. The nose section,

forward fuselage (shortened 80 inches), and landing gear were from the DC-6. The rear fuselage

and empennage were from the DC-4, center fuselage and wing sections from the C-54, and engines

were Rolls-Royce Merlins. The Merlin engines gave it a 98 mph speed advantage over the DC-4

but made the interior noise very uncomfortable for passengers. The aircraft was operated in passen-

ger service by the two main Canadian airlines; Trans-Canada and Canadian Pacific. BOAC (now

British Airways) renamed it the “Argonaut” and also flew it for several years. Additionally, it was

used by the Canadian Air Force as a cargo aircraft and passenger transport. The RCAF version

wasn’t pressurized, making it even more uncomfortable for the passengers. In an attempt to curtail

the noise, one C-5 variant was produced with Pratt Whitney R-2800 radial engines and used as a VIP transport for the RCAF. As the major

airlines upgraded to more modern jet and turboprop aircraft, the North Stars were relegated to the secondary charter and cargo market and

went on to be a very safe, reliable, and profitable aircraft for many more years. Unfortunately, videos of the North Star are hard to find.

Here’s a link to a very short (30 second) video of a Merlin equipped C-4.

Too bad there isn’t sound to go along with it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_7x1S16aD0.
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The Handley Page HP-42 "Helena" of Imperial Airways. 1932.

Slow, safe and very comfortable.

I
try to imagine what people must have experienced in the 1930’ as they prepared to embark and fly on the largest airliner of its day,

the Handley Page HP-42. It must have been the same as it is today, when passengers prepare to board the immense Airbus A-380?

The Handley Page H.P. 42 was the world´s first four-engined aircraft. It was also the largest at the time. The H.P. 42 made its

first flight on November 17 1930. A total of eight aircraft were built for the new Imperial Airways.

Flying the airlines in the thirties was a lot more fun than it is now. It was more leisurely and had more class.

If people had serious money in the 1930s and travelled internationally, they may well have flown on one of these large (130 foot wing-

span) Handley Page bi-plane aircraft, which were the mainstay of British Imperial Airways at the time. They carried 26 passengers in first

class only, in three different compartments. The first class saloon, the bar and cocktail area, and the smoking section. These machines were

ubiquitous, extremely safe (no passenger in a HP-42 was ever killed in 10 years of international and domestic operations from 1930 until

1940), very comfortable in seating, leg room and service. Hot meals were served on bone china with silver cutlery, free liquor flowed, over-

nights were in the very best hotels. There was no rush, no waiting in lines and everyone was well dressed. Flying along at a few thousand

feet, one could see, (down to the quality of the washing on the backyard clothes lines) every interesting feature passing below. At 95 to 100

mph. one also had time to look at the passing panorama.

It took four days to a week (depending on headwinds and weather) to fly from London to Cape Town, South Africa. By only flying about

four hours a day, staying at the best hotels in Europe, Cairo, Khartoum and the Victoria Falls. All stops to India also made for an interesting

choice of destinations. Old fashioned and good mannered ideas and behaviour, like dressing up to have evening drinks on the balcony and

certainly not ever being in a hurry - one can only salivate at how pleasurable that would be.

In a modern jet, one can get from A to B quickly (even with stop-

overs), but nowadays there is nothing to be seen on the ground from

35,000 feet, the modern airline food is at best, basic (unless you are

in first class) and passengers are so jam-packed in that one tends to

feel like an immigrant in steerage in a nineteenth century Clipper

Ship. We will not get on to the subject of terminals.

G-AAXF was named after Helena, also known as Helen of Troy.

It first flew on 30 December 1931. Like Hengist, it was converted to

an Eastern aircraft. Helena was pressed into service with No. 271

Squadron RAF in May 1940 . After a hard landing, the aircraft was

grounded later that year; post-accident inspection condemned the

airframe due to corrosion, and it was scrapped in 1941, except for

the front fuselage section which was used as an office by the Royal

Navy for several years. Parts of this plane can be seen in the 1933

film The Solitaire Man.

The HP-42 cruise speed was 100 mph. Maximum speed was 120mph. No airline passenger was

ever killed in one of these machines in10 years of service. They

flew all over the UK and Europe and down to South Africa on a

regular basis.

They also conducted regular services to India via many places

en-route. There were occasions, flying down to Cape Town, when

the strong headwinds from the south reduced the groundspeed to

such an extent that the crew turned the machine around. They flew

back to their point of departure and sat it out in the hotel.

HP-42 Cockpit

HP-42 Flight Engineer

A plane like a Boeing 747 uses approximately 1 gallon of fuel (about 4 liters) every second. Over the course of a 10-hour flight, it might

burn 36,000 gallons (150,000 liters). According to Boeing's Web site, the 747 burns approximately 5 gallons of fuel per mile (12 liters

per kilometer).

This sounds like a tremendously poor miles-per-gallon rating! But consider that a 747 can carry as

many as 568 people. Let's call it 500 people to take into account the fact that not all seats on most

flights are occupied. A 747 is transporting 500 people 1 mile using 5 gallons of fuel. That means the

plane is burning 0.01 gallons per person per mile. In other words, the plane is getting 100 miles per

gallon per person! The typical car gets about 25 miles per gallon, so the 747 is much better than a car

carrying one person, and compares favorably even if there are four people in the car. Not bad when you

consider that the 747 is flying at 550 miles per hour (900 km/h)!
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J
et engines come in all shapes and sizes. Fighter jets use sleek and narrow supersonic engines called low-bypass turbofans to generate

enormous thrust. But they also guzzle plenty of gas. Passenger planes use their bigger and more efficient cousins, called high-bypass

turbofans, but they are not nearly as fast.

Now engineers at GE Aviation and the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory are working on the world’s first engine that combines the best

features of both designs. GE Aviation is making a generational leap with this technology with the adaptive cycle engine program. GE is look-

ing at speed and performance, but also fuel savings of 25 percent. That extra fuel could increase how far a military jet flies by up to 35 per-

cent. That’s huge.

The new design is called “adaptive cycle” engine. It can switch between high power and high efficiency modes. It’s all about getting as

much work as can be gotten out of every drop of jet fuel that is burned.

The design will optimize the performance of the engine for every part of the pilot’s mission by varying the pressure and bypass ratios mid-

flight. In takeoff conditions, the engine operates like a conventional fighter aircraft in a high-pressure ratio, low-bypass mode, allowing pilots

to maximize thrust. But during cruise or loiter conditions, you don’t need that thrust, so it can transition to a high-bypass ratio, low-pressure

ratio mode to be fuel efficient like a commercial engine. This adaptive feature of the design will deliver unprecedented performance capabili-

ties to the Department of Defense.

Its interesting to note that the USAF uses a truly staggering amount of fuel; a single F-15 at peak thrust burns through 25 gallons a mi-

nute - roughly 43 barrels an hour - and keeping a B-52 in the air requires at least double that. According to the Air Force Energy Plan, avia-

tion operations consume 2.5 billion gallons of aviation fuel per year which accounts for approximately 84% of the USAF's total energy con-

sumption, and represents a little over 45% of the demand of the entire federal government. In 2010 alone, the bill came to some $6.7 Billion.

Preview at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3eudKVbdG0

What a simple and brilliant idea! I particularly like the 'spare' seat announcement!!

How simple and effective! This is common sense, people! It's hard to beat Israeli technology!

TEL AVIV, Israel - The Israelis are developing an airport security device that eliminates the privacy concerns

that come with full-body scanners.

It's an armoured booth you step into that will not X-ray you, but will detonate any explosive device you may have on your person.

Israel sees this as a win-win situation for everyone, with none of this crap about racial profiling.

It will also eliminate the costs of long and expensive trials.

You're in the airport terminal and you hear a muffled explosion. Shortly thereafter, an announcement:
"Attention to all standby passengers,

El Al is pleased to announce a seat available on flight 670 to London . Shalom!"
B R I L L I A N T ! !

W I N G L E T S

W
inglets reduce wingtip vortices, the twin tornados formed by the difference between the pressure on the upper surface of an

airplane's wing and that on the lower surface. High pressure on the lower surface creates a natural airflow that makes its way

to the wingtip and curls upward around it. When flow around the wingtips streams out behind the airplane, a vortex is

formed. These twisters represent an energy loss and are strong enough to flip airplanes that blunder into them.

Winglets produce an especially good performance boost for jets by reducing drag, and that reduction could translate into marginally higher

cruise speed. But most operators take advantage of the drag reduction by throttling

back to normal speed and pocketing the fuel savings.

Several airliners use them. The Airbus A319 and A320 have very small upper and low-

er winglets. The longer-range twin-engine A330 and four-engine A340 have conven-

tional winglets, as do Boeing 747-400s. Aviation Partners, a Seattle, Washington com-

pany, has a new design it calls a "blended" winglet. The Boeing Business Jet (opposite,

top), a derivative of the Boeing 737, has a set of the firm's eight-foot winglets with a

curving transition from wing to winglet that is characteristic of the company's design.

In 1976, shortly after an energy crisis sent fuel prices skyward, Richard Whitcomb,

a NASA aerodynamicist, published a paper that compared a wing with a winglet and

the same wing with a simple extension to increase its span. As a basis for comparing

both devices, the extension and the winglet were sized so that both put an equal struc-

tural load on the wing. Whitcomb showed that winglets reduced drag by about 20 per-

cent and offered double the improvement in the wing's lift-to-drag ratio, compared with

the simple wing extension.

FLIGHT ENGINEERS FLOWCHART
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.THE ANCIENT SWASTIKA SYMBOL

T
he Swastika is a very old sacred symbol from near-prehistoric times and referred to in Germany as the Hakenkreuz. There is no

evidence that Hitler ever used the word “Swastika”. It was traditionally a sign of good fortune and wellbeing, its name is derived

from the Sanskritsu meaning 'well' and 'asti' meaning 'being'. For thousands of years the Swastika symbol had given courage,

hope and security to millions. It predates all former known religions and it is well known in Hindu and Buddhist cultures and used

by the Aryan nomads of India in the Second Millennium B.C. Unfortunately, Nazism has turned the Swastika into a hate symbol. Hitler dis-

played the symbol on a red background 'to win over the worker' and it had an hypnotic effect on all those who supported the Nazi movement.

In his book Mein Kampf, Hitler wrote "In the red we see the social idea of the movement, in the white, the Nationalist idea and in the Haken-

kreuz the vision of the struggle for the victory of the Aryan man."

The Black, Red and Gold flag of the Weimar Republic was abolished on March 12, 1933, and replaced with the Black, White and

Red tricolour flag which had been the flag of Imperial Germany, the 'Second Reich, 1871-1918. On September 15, 1935, the Swastika was

incorporated into the Third Reich flag and became the official national flag. (The Soviet Union's red flag with its Hammer and Sickle repre-

sents an ideology that has been responsible for ten times as many deaths as Nazism. Why is this symbol not equally reviled and shunned?)

In Ontario, Canada, there is a small mining town named Swastika. In 1911, two brother's discovered gold at a nearby lake and named the

mine after a visitors good luck charm, a swastika. When World War II broke out, Ontario changed the name to 'Winston' after the British

wartime leader. The name change did not please the residents who removed the sign and replaced it with the original and other signs saying

'To hell with Hitler, we came up with our name first'. The name Swastika, stayed. The new sign read: Swastika, Population 545.

Swastika is a small community founded around a mining site in Northern Ontario, Canada, in 1908, and today it is within the municipal

boundaries of Kirkland Lake,Ontario. It has frequently been noted on lists of unusual place names.

Swastika is a junction on the Ontario Northland Railway, where a branch to Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec leaves the ONR's main line

from North Bay, Ontario, to Moosonee. Until 2012, the Northlander passenger railway service between Toronto and Cochrane served

the Swastika railway station, however now, a connecting bus service exists along Highway 66 into downtown Kirkland Lake.

The town was named after the Swastika Gold Mine staked in the autumn of 1907 and incorporated on January 6, 1908. James and William

Dusty staked the claims alongside Otto Lake for the Tavistock Mining Partnership. Even though there is a legend that it is named after a na-

tive American word for "Good luck", the gold mine and town were named after the Sanskrit good luck symbol Swastika. The Temiskaming

and Northern Ontario Railway had an engineers' camp nearby, as they had to construct two railway bridges as they advanced northwards.

The first usage of the name Swastika occurred in their 1907 Annual Report, to indicate a water tank was located at the site to meet the needs

of the steam trains that opened up northern Ontario.

Prospectors and miners flocked to the area, and after viewing the find at the Swastika Gold Mine, they advanced even further throughout

the surrounding region. In 1909, the Lucky Cross Mine adjacent to the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway tracks began producing

gold. A Mr. Morrisson started a farm and lodging alongside the tracks as early as 1907 and from there the community developed.

By 1911, a hotel and businesses were flourishing, the area to the east was heavily staked, and in 1912, the major gold mines of Kirkland

Lake had been found and developed by Harry Oakes. Swastika was the main transportation link with the railway and communications centre.

Churches, schools. Community groups and organizations continued to provide for the needs of the residents of the area.

In 2008, the small community of Swastika celebrated the town's centennial. Population in 2011 was 8133.

The Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) was the air force of

Canada from 1924 until 1968 when the three branches of the

Canadian military were merged into the Canadian Armed Forces. The

modern Canadian air force has been known as Canadian Forces Air

Command (AIRCOM) since 1975, but still refers to itself as the "Air

Force" and maintains many of the traditions of the RCAF.

The RCAF is one of three environmental commands within the

unified Canadian Armed Forces. As of 2013, operating 258

manned aircraft and 9 unmanned aerial vehicles, the Royal Canadian

Air Force consists of 14,500 Regular Force and 2,600 Primary Re-

serve personnel, supported by 2,500

civilians.

On March 13, 2013, the Governor

General of Canada, His Excellency the

Right Honourable David Johnston,

approved a new badge for the Royal

Canadian Air Force. The badge was

unveiled in Ottawa on September 15,

2013, following the national ceremony

marking the 73rd anniversary of the

Battle of Britain.
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he consortium of companies promoting the C-27 Spartan as Canada’s next search and rescue aircraft have upped the ante.

The company has pledged to build a 72,000 square foot training centre in Comox if its selected to supply the new aircraft.

“We chose Comox as the training centre because of its unique position in the country,” said Team Spartan spokesman Steve Lucas,

at a press conference in nearby Courtenay. “It’s an ideal location, not only because of its proximity to other SAR facilities, but

most importantly, for its proximity to nearby mountain ranges and year-round open wa-

ter, all of which is required for proper fixed-engine search and rescue training.

“The training centre to be built will be a three-storey facility, with around 72,000

square feet of space and will house training classrooms, flight simulators, mission simu-

lators, maintenance simulators and a training hangar to house a full-scale C-27J mainte-

nance training aircraft platform.”

The C-27 is competing against the C-130J and Airbus C295 for the fixed wing

search and rescue aircraft replacement project. The new platform will replace the an-

cient Buffalo.

The tactical transport C-27J turbo-prop aircraft is Team Spartan's offering for the fixed-wing search and rescue (FWSAR) project, which will

include an intellectual property (IP) transfer if the bid is successful. As part of the proposed regional benefits program, Royal Canadian Air Force

technicians will receive training and provide all required maintenance on the aircraft. Spartan Aviation Services will also provide long-term support

for C-27J aircraft in locations across Canada.

Team Spartan's C-27J is ideally suited to serve as Canada's next search and rescue aircraft as it can carry a payload of over 24,000 pounds in

difficult mountainous terrain. The C-27J provides a multi-functional, all-terrain military aircraft designed and built for tactical transport and to sup-

port combat operations. It operates autonomously in remote and austere environments and can take off and land from unprepared surfaces and air-

strips less than 2000 feet in length. This twin-engine turboprop aircraft also boasts state-of-the-art avionics, propulsion and systems

The $3 billion FWSAR program is expected to develop long-term and high-tech jobs from coast to coast, producing a significant econom-

ic benefit to the country.

Officials of the Fort Worth company took part in a conference call with

four other contenders for the mult-billion-dollar deal. They are Boeing,

Dassault, Saab and Eurofighter.

During last year’s election campaign, then-Liberal leader Justin Trudeau

promised to end Canada’s participation in the multinational effort to develop

the high-tech fighter.

But there appears to have been a change of heart in Ottawa and Lockheed

Martin has never taken Trudeau’s position to heart.

A new consultation process has begun to sort out who will replace the F-18s.

Meanwhile, the government is expected to pick a winner in the $2.3 billion competition to supply new fixed wing search and rescue air-

craft by the end of the year.

The C-27J Spartan, Airbus C-295 and Embraer KC-390 are in the running.
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HONEY, FRANK November 19,2015

SWINAMER, RALPH, KEDDY March 26, 2016

CAMPBELL,R, J. “Soup” March 08, 2016

WATKINS, Bryant, “Art” May 15, 2016

F a l l e n E a g l e s

We record with great sadness the passing of the

following members of the Association

Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them.

I N T E R E S T I N G W E B S I T E S

Inside the Air Force One

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tk7brDnqFg

1000 Aircraft Photos

http://1000aircraftphotos.com/Contributions/Pinn/4285.htm

A Very British Airline - British Airways Documentary

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duZGFC9RRLs

Enjoy this 8 min. production of restored Mosquito KA 114…

https://vimeo.com/115546043

This site got it all — Military Pay Scales-Military Ranks-
Aircraft and Helicopters-Small Arms and Gear-Vehicles and

Artillery-Warships and Submarines

http://www.militaryfactory.com/

Here is a great one from start to finish, with lots of neat UAL
DC-8 Series 12 & 21 footage, plus scenes around O'Hare &

LAX!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNddSNlPigw

PROPWASH WEBSITE

<http://www.cmfea.ca>

Association President and Website Editor
Mac MacGregor — (613) 475-5711 — lg.macgregor@sympatico.ca

8 Rosslyn Drive, Brighton ON K0K 1H0
Treasurer

Douglas Gauthier ——- fltsimfe@gmail.com

PO Box 1493 Brighton, ON K0K 1H0
Secretary

D.M. Knockleby —— (613) 394-5958 ——

knock_knockleby@hotmail.com

46 First Avenue, Trenton ON K8V 4G4
Editor

Bruce Dyer —— (905) 639-6709 —— tdyer@cogeco.ca

701 Castleguard Cr., Burlington ON L7N 2W7
Please submit changes of home or email addresses

to any of the above executive members

SWINAMER, Ralph Keddy – age 81 of Wilmot, NS passed away
Saturday, March 26, 2016 in Soldiers Memorial Hospital, Mid-

dleton. Born in Three Mile Plains, he was a son of the late Russell
and Annie (Eldridge) Swinamer. Ralph retired after 37 years of

service with the Royal Canadian Air Force and Canadian Air
Force beginning his career as an Airframe Technician later re-

mustering to Flight Engineer. He was a life member and Past
President of Royal Canadian Legion, Kingston Branch No. 98
and Past Master of Argus Lodge No. 133, A.F. & A.M., Kingston.

Ralph was a life member and Past Patron of Mayflower Chapter
No. 2, Order of the Eastern Star and Past Grand Patron of

Grand Jurisdiction NS and PEI. He was General Grand Chapter
Committee Member / Scottish Rite Charities.

HONEY, Frank (92) passed away of cancer on 19th November
2015 at the Veterans Unit in Middleton, N.S. Frank was born in

Cornwall, England, 14 December 1922, to Charlie and Elsie
(Mathews) Honey. His family immigrated to Canada in 1926 and

settled on Vancouver Island, BC. In 1941, Frank enlisted in the
Royal Canadian Air Force as an airplane engine technician. He

was posted to England in 1942 to work on fighter airplanes. In
1944, he went to France with the Normandy invasion. During the
war, he also spent time in Holland, Belgium, and Germany. In

1945, he returned to B.C. where he married Dorina Boscariol,
and they had four children. In 1958, when posted to Greenwood,

the family fell in love with the Annapolis Valley. Frank decided
he wanted to eventually retire here, so in 1959, they bought the

“homestead” in Wilmot. During his 37-year career in the mili-
tary, Frank was a qualified technician on 28 types of aircraft.
Frank was an active outdoors person who enjoyed hunting, fish-

ing, boating, snowmobiling, and riding his ATV. He spent many
enjoyable hours outdoors with his friends, children, and grand-

children. Frank continued his lifelong interest in military avia-
tion. Frank belonged to many organizations including the

RCAFA 107(V) Wing, Greenwood; Masonic Lodge; Royal Cana-
dian Legion and the Greenwood Military Aviation Museum.

CAMPBELL, Roderick, James, “Soup” - Born in Duncan,
B.C. to Dan and Charlotte Campbell. The family then

moved to Ladysmith, B.C. where he was raised. It was here
that he learned to play the fiddle. A skill he kept all his life.

"Maple Sugar" being his signature tune.
Rod worked logging camps and mines on the island and up

the coast. He did a short time in the army during WWII. In
the 50's Rod joined the RCAF. This is where his nickname

"Soup' became the name he was known for the rest of his life.
Soup met his wife Helen while stationed at Churchill, Man.

and they were married in 1959 in St. Boniface. He had his
daughter while at Chatham. N.B. and his son while at Sea Is-

land, B.C. Soup was a SAR Tech. with 442 Search and Rescue
and retired out of Comox, B.C. in 1979. During his long and

dedicated career, Soup earned both the Military Medal of
Merit (1973) and the Canadian Medal of Bravery (1978). He
was man of great integrity and dedication. He was quick to

laugh, enjoyed a beer and made friends wherever he was.
Soup and Helen retired to Sidney, B.C. Soup was active for many

years in the Army, Navy and Airforce Veteran's Unit 302.


